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In the late 1970s, video continued to be shaped by its DNA — new
technology, real-world politics, and the persistent mutability of
contemporary art. While technology fueled the cold war space race,
it brought the advances of audiovisual hardware to consumers.
The latter development came, in part, as the byproduct of both the
Vietnam war and the burgeoning of the porn industry. Simultaneously,
radio and television networks that had sent war coverage directly into
living rooms, were shifting away from broadcast and towards cable
delivery. The boom box, and later the Discman and the mobile phone,
expanded the flexibility of sound. Video games could now switch
from arcade console to cartridge and on to the personal computer.
Each technological advance gave home users and artists tantalizing
new prospects.
Anti-establishment and gender politics consumed many artists,
as they continued to align their ever-evolving video tools with
performance and music. Their impassioned compositions challenged
the corporate control of programming and transmission. With limited
backgrounds in history or politics or the nature of propaganda, artists
often found it difficult to figure out who or what to believe and
marched in lockstep with others. Well versed with the feminist writing
of Simone de Beauvoir (1908–1986), Betty Friedan (1921–2006), and
Ms. Magazine (founded in 1972), many women artists formed
consciousness raising groups. These artists’ provocations came
at a time when a face-lift promised eternal youth, and when the
first in vitro fertilization (1977) resulted in birth.
The art world, always open to the next trend, remained
totally infatuated with the “new,” yet it still considered media
art uncollectable, an experimental form taken seriously by a fringe
audience. Only the most explicable media work was promoted in art
magazines, as critics jammed relevant projects into theories they
already were espousing. The art biennials that started to proliferate
during this period took on the appearance of Olympic races, as
international artists were pitted against each other to vie for the
lucrative rewards of instant fame. Driven by competitive urges, few
found the time to pause and develop ideas. Large scale thematic
exhibitions prevailed, as the “cult of the curator” came into play.
Three well-informed artists helped to raise the status of video
art, contributing to its acceptance as a serious contemporary form.
They began their work at a time when rents were cheap, and they
worked in supportive environments that could be found away from
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Bill Viola
Bill Viola (born 1951) likes to clown around and tell funny stories,
especially jokes about himself. His playful demeanor often becomes
serious, as it did early in our friendship when he told me about a
powerful childhood memory of nearly drowning after falling out of
a rowboat. The nightmarish experience may be what led to death
becoming a predominant theme in his art, coupled with his family’s

Catholicism. Of equal significance is the fact that he played drums in
his high school band. Later he would pace his video edits to the rhythm
of a heartbeat and elicit an unwitting response from his audience, like
what he did as a teenage drummer in his band.
Viola once explained that his fascination with the artistic
possibilities of electronics began at home in Flushing, Queens. In
1964, he discovered a back door into the nearby World’s Fair and
began sneaking in on the way home from school. For him, the
majestic Italian Renaissance sculpture, The Pieta, by the great artist
Michelangelo, loaned by the Vatican and presented in a church-like
setting, played second fiddle to the pavilions in which high-tech
corporations touted their trailblazing hardware. For the first time,
the public came face-to-face with room-sized, mainframe computers
that chugged away, attended by keyboard operators at adjacent
work stations. Before then these mysterious space-age machines
resided out of sight in corporate back areas, described in prophetic
articles published by Newsweek and Time Magazine. Viola believed the
manufacturers’ proclamations that a dazzling, technology-enhanced
future was in store for everyone. His dream that consumer electronics
would become available as artmaking tools soon became a reality.
Once he entered Syracuse University in 1969, Viola’s media prowess
advanced very quickly. He began by using the sculpture department’s
one portable black-and-white video camera to explore the parameters
of a “live” versus a recorded video image with its concomitant crude
sound. Motivated by the open, inter-disciplinary environment of the
school’s Experimental Studios, he studied electronic music and worked
with the Moog, one of the earliest music synthesizers. This took him
from the mastery of reel-to-reel audiotape recorders and microphones,
and deep into systems and circuitry and electronic theory.
Eager to use electronics to express the images forming in his
head, at school Viola studied the experimental films from the 1960s
by Michael Snow (born 1928), Ken Jacobs (born 1933), Hollis Frampton
(1936–1984), and Stan Brakhage (1933–2003). He analyzed how they
handled the camera and structured recorded images, and how they
anatomized ordinary actions in everyday settings. Through the
filmmakers’ simple yet hallucinatory effects, Viola found the tactics
to develop his own audio-visual compositions.
For Viola, the electronic signal was a raw material that an artist
could shape. He painstakingly did linear, tape-to-tape editing of
his image and sound recordings, using the most basic, open-reel
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Bill Viola, The Space Between the Teeth, 1976.
Part of Four Songs, 1976. Color videotape.

the mainstream. Bill Viola and Gary Hill were the first to master
the electronic signal, and determine what made video’s audiovisual
components tick. Each had a distinctive trajectory and succeeded in
achieving their own goals. Dara Birnbaum won a new respect for video
through strong ideologies that matched the thinking of several major
art critics. Less involved with technology per se than Viola and Hill,
she drew upon feminism and the critique of popular culture, including
music. Each of these artists helped to elevate the status of video.
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equipment to assemble his desired sequences. But he soon felt
frustrated by the lack of precision in working “on the fly” with
consumer equipment. Given how cheap it was to overshoot — record
video nonstop — emerging video art that critics often labeled as
boring proliferated. Viola sometimes disparaged the rambling, guerilla
style documentary videos that were presented in conjunction with
his more meticulous work. Still, he agreed with Cage, who stressed
that it is much more important to promote curiosity and awareness
than to make value judgements.
After Viola and several classmates set up Syracuse University’s
Synapse Video Center, a professional television studio reserved for
art students’ use, he became an adept editor. With a three-camera,
broadcast-quality setup, he gained firsthand experience as a studio
engineer, learning how to use a video switcher to do “live” editing
independent of but simultaneous to recording in the manner of
low-budget, television soap-opera productions.
Meanwhile Viola was hired to work on exhibitions by the
Everson Museum’s savvy young video curator, David Ross (born
1949). The affable Viola embarked on an apprenticeship and gained
expertise as he assisted video pioneers with their one-person shows
at the Everson. In 1972, he worked with Chilean-born Juan Downey
(1940–1993), who created a precisely arranged, multiple-monitor
installation that explored Magic Realist-inspired notions of relationships
between the natural world and the man-made environment. Downey’s
main interest was in merging the subjective and the cultural, the
diaristic and the documentative. With a literary mind, he investigated
the self through the historical texts of Western art and culture,
and the rituals of his native Latin America. At the Everson, his Video
Trans Americas [illus.] installation traced his journey by car, armed
with a portable camera, from New York and through Central and
South America, into remote hamlets where he shared his recent
video recordings with villagers who had never experienced television.
While preparing for Nam June Paik’s 1973 Everson exhibition,
Viola heard the artist press “for a broader understanding of time as
experience within the notions of randomness and indeterminacy that
were central to his personal Fluxus sensibility.” Viola would go on and
take delight in chance, which he always tapered with an overarching
formal structure.
In 1973, Viola met Peter Campus (born 1937), when his video survey
was shown at the Everson. Campus had abandoned the physicality of

the boxy monitor and used the then rare and expensive video projector
to create an image that consisted of light alone. Campus’s technical
expertise, derived from an early career as a film editor, matched
his exceedingly meticulously composed installations. In carefully
delineated, darkened environments he placed an inconspicuous video
camera. The anonymous observer became both subject and object
as he or she confronted a dark brooding image of his or her live self
cast on the wall. Campus had found a link between the infinite
expanse of time that surrounds the viewer and the loneliness of
the inner self. By immersing the viewer in total room-scaled projected
video environments, he forced a consideration of the physiology of
perception as well as the psychological dimension of observation.
When the electronic composer David Tudor (1926–1996) came to
Syracuse in 1975, Viola was invited to perform with ten other musicians
in Tudor’s improvisational sound installation, Rain Forest. Each musician
was assigned a large, discarded metal object that was suspended from
the ceiling. As they drove electronically generated sounds through their
designated metal objects, they activated the resonant characteristics
of each. Audience members “listened” to the acoustics of a particular
“instrument” by ducking down to put their heads into an oil drum or
bucket, or by placing their ears against a bed spring. Viola later said
that from Tudor he learned how to maneuver sound to create a
carefully tuned environment.
That same year, Viola graduated with a BFA and moved to Florence,
where he connected with his Italian roots. He spent a year as technical
director of Art/Tapes/22, a short-lived video production facility for
artists founded by Maria Gloria Bicocchi. There he worked closely with
Greek-born Arte Povera artist Jannis Kounellis (1936–2017), among
others invited to produce videos grounded in their performance and
installation practices. Bicocchi had modeled her studio on the Television
Gallery set up in 1968 by Dusseldorf visionary Gerry Schum, who
believed television broadcasts could be works of art rather than
mere reports on art.
When Viola moved back to New York, he stopped by my office and
effused about the religious frescoes of the late Middle Ages Florentine
painter Giotto, that he’d seen for the first time in Padua, and about the
poetry of the thirteenth century Persian Sufi mystic Jalal al-Din Rumi,
whom he had just started to read. We began meeting regularly to share
information, often near Columbus Circle at the Cosmic Coffee Shop, its
name well suited to Viola’s interests in the metaphysical implications of
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consciousness. Over a slice of apple pie, he would describe his efforts
to begin each video with a mental image, which he would then spend
weeks or months assiduously matching to the perfect setting and
precise time of day. A Million Other Things (1975) captures the changes
in light and sound at the edge of a pond during an eight-hour period,
from day to night. When the sun sets towards the end of the fourminute work, an individual standing in the distance remains the only
visible object, illuminated by a single electric lamp suspended overhead.
Meanwhile, Viola had joined a new wave of practitioners invited
into the Artists TV Lab at PBS station WNET/Thirteen in New York and
WGBH in Boston, which professionalized their work. WNET/Thirteen
gave Viola access to broadcast-quality CMX computer editing and to
a sympathetic engineering genius, John Godfrey. Viola was now able to
bring his videotape projects up to his conceptual level technically, and

to manipulate time more precisely. He told me that he wanted his
new work to have the same polish as a beer commercial.
In the short works collected in his first WNET/Thirteen production,
Four Songs (1976), Viola carefully recorded true-to-life images and
merged actual and rejiggered (edited) time. Assembled in much the
same way that a musician arranged individual songs for a record album,
each brief section was centered on a specific location. In the case of
the section entitled The Space Between the Teeth [illus.], the setting
is the end of a long dark corridor, where a man appears seated in
an easy chair. He stares at the camera and after a while lets out a
blood-curdling scream, as the camera quickly hurtles backward down
the corridor. The video revolved around the artist — the initiator of the
feelings and ideas — in addition to him being the subject. The Space
Between the Teeth concludes with a photograph of the man — a still
image taken from the video. The photograph is thrown off a bridge,
floats briefly, and disappears when the wake of a boat drags it away.
Dropped into the evening programming flow, Viola’s new work
aired nationally on the PBS “Video and Television Review” series that
ran on Sunday nights. The network insisted on adding a “talking torso”
host, who introduced and explained the unconventional work about to
be broadcast. Viola found this offensive and unnecessary. He argued
that viewers tuning into PBS, like visitors entering a contemporary
art museum, were inquisitive and similarly anticipated the challenge
of encountering something new. Whereas a museum-goer might enter
MoMA’s video gallery directly after seeing an abstract Mark Rothko
painting upstairs, a TV viewer might switch to PBS after a football
game broadcast. Believing that context shapes interpretation, Viola
felt that the television audience was astute enough to decipher his
video art work.
In this early phase of his career, Viola would develop each of
his themes both as a videotape and as an installation, one linear with
a narrative flow and the other spatial with an immersive dimension.
His videotape Migration (1976) begins with a close-up shot of a drop
of water that functions as a lens, which magnifies details of a man’s
face. In a slow pan backward, the image reveals that the face belongs
to the artist seated behind the drop. In this work, Viola was
contemplating how an eagle sees a field mouse from five hundred
feet up in the air. The eagle’s comprehensive world view had inspired
him to make a tape that would focus viewers’ attention, so they might
perceive greater detail in what they see: “Reality,” he wrote, “unlike
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Bill Viola, Room for St. John of the Cross,
1983. Video/sound installation.
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In the 1990s, the explosion of consumer electronics moved post
production away from expensive labs and onto the affordable
personal computers and laptops in artists’ studios. Another major
shift was fueled by the arrival of low-cost, luminous video projectors,
which enabled artists to project their videos onto the walls of
darkened galleries. Some hurled their images onto walls willy-nilly
with enthusiasm but little reason. A few turned to the glamor and
story-telling devices of the film industry, often appropriating footage
to form critiques. Others managed to finesse the line between the
precepts of painting and avant-garde cinema — between abstraction
and realism — and investigated the perceptual experience of being
inside an immersive environment that was both sonic and visual.
Projection installation became the de rigueur video art standard.
Contemporary museums and biennials started to take time-based
art more seriously, presenting video, installation, and performance with
some frequency and showing multi-screen video art in their galleries.
Drawn by the excitement created by shrewd marketing, viewers rushed
off to biennials and contemporary blockbuster shows, knowing they
would see at least a few unorthodox forms and off-the-grid artists.
In 1992, documenta ix in Kassel featured Bruce Nauman’s Anthro/
Socio (1992), the esteemed artist’s return to video and the audiovisual installation after a hiatus of over fifteen years. The software
publisher and philanthropist Peter Norton brought a group of American
curators with him to the opening of the second (and last) Johannesburg
Biennale in 1996. Their exposure to William Kentridge’s projected video
animations kickstarted the career of this South African artist. Ten years
before, many of the same curators had given him the cold shoulder
when he knocked on their doors during his first visit to Manhattan.
Meanwhile several brave contemporary art collectors started
to tackle video in earnest, even though the conservation of video,
unlike the conservation of painting with its centuries of preservation
formulae, had yet to be developed. In Munich Ingvild Goetz had
become an impassioned investigator of the work of emerging artists.
During the 1960s, she had been the first to acquire the postwar work
of Dé-coll/age-ist Wolf Vostell and Arte Povera artist Giovanni Anselmo.
In the 1990s, when she believed that artists finally had the tools to
achieve greatness through work with multiple channels of precisely
edited videos, she turned wholeheartedly to video. Bjørn Melhus was
one of the young artists whose multi-channel flat-screen installations
Goetz collected in-depth. Goetz recently donated her extensive
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The quasi-revolutionary aura of the dot-com era dissipated with the
financial crash in March of 2000. Still, technology and art continued
to ride together on a tidal wave of imagination. In 2007 I organized
the exhibition Automatic Update, so that the diverse languages and
ecumenical interests of media artists would reach a broad art audience.
The exhibition featured recent installations, mature works with an
entertaining agenda that lightened the somber mood of the times.
Each of the artists had their own approach to incorporating technology
into their work. The artists’ humor did not soften their biting
commentary on our social milieu. The exhibition included work by
Cory Arcangel, Raphael Lozano-Hemmer, Xu Bing, Paul Pfeiffer, and
Jennifer and Kevin McCoy.
Rafael Lozano-Hemmer
The Montreal-based artist Rafael Lozano-Hemmer holds a degree
in Physical Chemistry. A cyclone of energy, he exudes the passionate
congeniality of a reveler combined with the incisiveness of a
top scientist. He not only creates show-stopping, large outdoor
installations, he also makes small, equally dynamic work by joining
everyday objects with simple electronic tools and off-the-shelf
programming software. When I saw his installation Caguama (2004),
I had to laugh as thirty 32-oz. brown beer bottles twirled in sync
on a table top as if they were the Rockettes.
Lozano-Hemmer’s ability to turn complex ideas into elegant,
understandable systems is what drew me to his 33 Questions per
Minute (2001-02). The interactive installation consists of a computer
and twenty-one small LCD screens, each the size of a cigarette pack.
The work is based on a computer program that uses grammatical rules
to combine words from a dictionary and generate 55 billion unique,
fortuitous questions. The automated questions are presented at a
rate of 33 per minute — the threshold of legibility — on twentyone tiny LCD screens mounted either on the support columns of the
exhibition space or on a wall. The system will take over three thousand
years to ask all possible questions. By means of a keyboard, members
of the public can introduce any question or inject a comment into
the flow of automatic questions. Their participation shows up on the
screens immediately and is registered by the program.
The large question Lozano-Hemmer posed to viewers was the
following: Could a chimpanzee pecking randomly at a typewriter
reproduce Shakespeare’s Hamlet? The question gave twentieth-century

Raphael Lozano-Hemmer, 33 Questions
Per Minute, 2001–2
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Viola and Perov returned to the U. S. in 1981 and settled in southern
California to be close to nature — the Pacific Ocean and Death Valley
— and the Long Beach Museum, with its then active video exhibition
and production programs overseen by curator Kathy Rae Huffman.
Viola joined the performance artist Suzanne Lacy (born 1945), as well
as another feminist artist Sanja Ivekovic (born 1949) from Zagreb,
and a lively group of local and international artists whom Huffman
had invited to produce and exhibit work at the Long Beach Museum.
The bloom was off the roses, as in the U.S. federal and state
funding for video was petering out. In 1983, Viola and I participated
in the low budget Media Arts in Transition conference hosted by the
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, which had been organized by the
National Alliance of Media Art Centers (NAMAC). The hard-working
attendees came from community-based media production centers
and facilities, university-based programs, museums, media centers,
film festivals, distributors, film archives, youth media centers, and
community access television. By then, media artists had progressed
beyond their initial, seat-of-the-pants style, as tools advanced and
video post-production had become more elaborate. It had become
more difficult to work on the cheap. Conversations revolved around how
to proceed, now that sophisticated equipment necessitated expensive
maintenance and had become the domain of commercial facilities.
Meanwhile, social activism had lost its steam for the moment.
Conference participants were restructuring their programs and
redefining what media art was. A frustrated Viola identified some
of the problems he was experiencing in exhibiting his art. Most
museums, he complained, still relegated video to an isolated gallery
without a context. He often found his videos shown on poorly adjusted
monitors, which meant his color was skewed. Equally disturbing, he
would discover his carefully produced stereo sound set to mono, which
obliterated the spatial acoustics of a work.
Media art’s technical advances now meant that MoMA needed to
upgrade its exhibition equipment. I made a pitch to Sony founder and
chairman Mr. Akio Morita, Mrs. Rockefeller’s old friend who soon joined
her as a Museum trustee. Mr. Morita made a large donation of Sony’s
state-of-the-art video equipment for the galleries and the new Titus 2
Theater, along with sound equipment, and a simple editing system.
I utilized a portion of Sony’s gift in Bill Viola’s 1985 retrospective
that featured three of his installations and twenty-five of his videotapes. Held in the contemporary exhibition galleries, this was MoMA’s
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Bill
Bill Viola,
Viola, Slowly
Slowly Turning
Turning Narrative
Narrative,, 1992,
1992,
video
video // sound
sound installation
installation

section of a naked male body. A soft belly rises and falls with each
breath; a quadrant of a face with an eye seems alive, peering out like
a bird warily watching an interloper. The arrangement of the rasters
does not follow the organization of a skeleton. An image of an ear
lies next to an arched foot; tucked modestly behind that is a groin.
Spread across a back-sized screen, smooth, taut skin stretches over
the ridges of bones that shape the body’s back. Within this unassuming
configuration, each raster invites contemplation.
The depicted body parts fill the frames of the sixteen TV tubes
(rasters) and, given their equivalent sizes, it seems that the image and
the container are one and the same, in the manner of how a terrarium’s
sealed globe and living plants are unified. In many ways, the TV tube
becomes part of the body: a holder, a closure, a vessel, no longer
something that simply displays a picture. The raster and the image
coexist as object and as representation, and as a living thing.
Attached to each raster, nerve-like, long black wires are gathered
together as in a spinal cord. The bundled wires snake along the shelf
to disappear out the rear. Although unifying the system, this electrical
network emphasizes that the body parts are presented as extremities.
The hidden core, to which the body is attached, serves as metaphor for
a human being’s existential center, the soul, which is also of ambiguous
location.
Creating a textured composition, Hill orchestrated ambient sounds
to relate to various physical activities. Sounds of skin being scratched
or a tongue clicking inside the mouth, though barely recognizable,
are combined with the lull of rippling water and soft mumbled phrases.
The sounds give the piece a pulse that reinforces the living quality
of Inasmuch...
The body, in its plainness, suits Hill’s endless loops, suggesting
that its current state was not subject to the progress of a lifetime.
This quality of being ‘endless is essential to the ‘living’ nature of
Inasmuch as..., and is what has kept viewers entranced by this eloquent
masterpiece. It is the culmination of a career in which the artist
dedicated himself to mastering and molding the nitty-gritty of video
to his ideas and intentions.
Today Hill is known for his internationally exhibited installations
and performance art, concerned as much with innovative language as
with technology, and for continuing work in a broad range of media.
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Bill Viola
Bill Viola (born 1951) likes to clown around and tell funny stories,
especially jokes about himself. His playful demeanor often becomes
serious, as it did early in our friendship when he told me about a
powerful childhood memory of nearly drowning after falling out of
a rowboat. The nightmarish experience may be what led to death
becoming a predominant theme in his art, coupled with his family’s
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heightened concentration. In the catalog for the show, he explained
his goal: “I want to introduce an ‘I’ more extreme than in literature,
a solitary position rather than a social discourse.”
Moving on, Viola would focus exclusively on installation, with more
painterly concerns as he continued to make work that explores the
phenomena of sense perception as an avenue to self-knowledge. His
later installations fittingly became more institutional and have helped
to raise video’s overall status. An acknowledged pioneer in the field of
video art, he is internationally recognized as one of the leading artists
of our time.
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Gary Hill
Gary Hill (born 1951) is the idiosyncratic technical virtuoso who would
become a serious player at the same group shows and conferences
that also featured Bill Viola and his work. Hill grew up as a skate
boarder and surfer in Redondo Beach, California. He joined be-ins, and
frequented performances by such counterculture rock bands as the
Doors, Jefferson Airplane and the Grateful Dead. During high school,
he took up sculpture and welding, fascinated by the brutal-seeming
processes used by Giacometti and Picasso in the early twentieth
century. In 1969, Hill headed east on a scholarship to the New York
City-based Art Students League’s summer session in Woodstock,
New York. Settling into this Catskill Mountains hamlet, Hill encountered
intellectuals, pacifists, and nonconformists.
Hill’s being-in-the-moment approach first led to experiments
in processing sounds generated by attaching a small synthesizer to
his welded sculptures. He became absorbed by the different timbres
and patterns that emanated from taut wire elements. From his work
with acoustics, Hill progressed naturally to video. Fascinated by the
energy around Woodstock Community Video (WCV) — an alternative
production center founded by Ken Marsh and the out-there People’s
Video Theater in 1974 — Hill assisted in the making of spontaneous
documentaries. In return he had access to early consumer equipment
at odd hours. He experimented alone late at night, lying on the floor
aiming the portable video camera down his naked body. In peering
through the viewfinder, his intimate world took on a heightened
presence. Through trial and error, he delved into the nitty-gritty
properties of an electronic signal, discovering how audio and video
could affect each other in tandem or in opposition. An emerging
artist out on the fringes in a rural setting, Hill perfected his technical

skills, which soon included image processing.
I first met Hill in 1975, when I attended the Woodstock Video
Expovision, a short-lived festival of New York State-based media
artists, where I stayed in a rambling old farm house in which dedicated
guerilla-style videomakers lived communally. Wiry, with a mischievous
grin and naughty demeanor, Hill revealed the devil-may-care attitude
of a loner. Shortly after, he moved to Rhinebeck, New York and became
an artist in residence at the Experimental Television Center (E.T.C.),
a pioneering production facility founded in 1969 by Ralph Hocking
(born 1931). At the time, the ingenious young engineer David Jones,
with whom Hill would later collaborate, was designing an upgrade of
E.T.C.’s processing hardware. E.T.C. had been an early proponent of
using a computer to create digital images and control systems for
analog video imaging modules.
Hill spent three years at E.T.C. plunging deeper and deeper into
the phenomena of electronics, until he realized that he had become
distracted from art-making by technology. In 1977 he and Jones moved
to nearby Barrytown, where they built a series of tools, including the
first controller that synchronized multi-channel installation tapes so
that they could start simultaneously. For installation artists this was a
big step, which made their work easier to present in museums. Feeling
that he had finally gained control over the architecture of the analog
video frame in real time, Hill moved on to dialogue with his mental
processes. A few years later in an interview with the writer Lucinda
Furlong he said, “You can’t sidestep the mechanics of the medium…
but it’s not what makes something.”
Meanwhile he connected with a group of local poets, which
included George Quasha (born 1942), the intermedia artist who based
his practice on “the principle of free-moving order, liminality, and
precarious, spontaneous configuration.” Hill started to undermine the
visual aspect of his own work by entwining his speaking voice with an
image. Soundings (1979–1980) [illus.] opens with Hill’s commanding
voice enunciating “Imaging the sound/skin space…,” his words
emanating from an exposed loud speaker the size of an open hand.
In the single-channel video’s four sequences, the loud speaker that
continues to fill the screen is deleteriously acted upon in “processual
rituals.” Hill buries one speaker in sand, drives a spike through another,
sets one on fire, and engulfs the last with water. With each ruinous
action, his prerecorded and weakening voice manages to seep out of
the speaker that is being obliterated for longer than seems possible.
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Cory Arcangel, Super Mario Clouds, 2002

Dara Birnbaum
When I first encountered the video of Dara Birnbaum (born 1946),
I recognized how her approach connected to the current facets of
1970s conceptual and feminist art practice. The night we met as music
mavens seeking relief from the colossal crowd at the club Danceteria,
then on East 14th Street, I got a sense her critical mind and razor-sharp
wit. She still makes me laugh.
Birnbaum grew up in Manhattan and received a degree in
architecture from Pittsburg’s Carnegie Mellon University. In 1970,
she headed straight for Berkeley, where she thrived in the mecca
of countercultural alternatives that grew out of the Free speech
movement of 1964-65. After a short stint in the office of the egalitarian
architect Lawrence Halprin (1916-2009) ended abruptly in 1973,
Birnbaum turned to drawing, and on a scholarship to the San Francisco
Art Institute completed a BFA in painting.
In 1974 Birnbaum moved to Florence, where she encountered video
for the first time. Out walking one afternoon in the Renaissance city,
she came upon a show of prints and videos by the New York artists
Vito Acconci, Dennis Oppenheim, and Dan Graham as she peered
through the windows of Centro Diffusione Grafica, Maria Gloria
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first one-person exhibition to feature a video artist. I was able to prove
that video had reached a new stage, where it was the equal of painting
and sculpture.
The exhibition’s high point was the installation Room for St. John
of the Cross [illus.], which is dedicated to the sixteenth-century
mystical Spanish poet. MoMA carpenters built a small black cubicle
(6 by 5 ½ feet) that stood in the center of a large, dark room that
approximated the windowless prison cell in which St. John was confined
for six months when he was regularly tortured for his heretical religious
beliefs, and where he composed his ecstatic poetry. Viola used video,
sound, and simple props to create an allegory about solitude and
anguish as sources of strength.
Now the master of his tools, Viola came into his own with Room
for St. John of the Cross. Unlike the always-changing external world,
the rich, internal realm is always there, in fact becoming more
accessible, Viola still believes, with curtailed physical activity and
heightened concentration. In the catalog for the show, he explained

Catholicism. Of equal significance is the fact that he played drums in
his high school band. Later he would pace his video edits to the rhythm
of a heartbeat and elicit an unwitting response from his audience, like
what he did as a teenage drummer in his band.
Viola once explained that his fascination with the artistic
possibilities of electronics began at home in Flushing, Queens. In
1964, he discovered a back door into the nearby World’s Fair and began
sneaking in on the way home from school. For him, the majestic Italian
Renaissance sculpture, The Pieta, by the great artist Michelangelo,
loaned by the Vatican and presented in a church-like setting, played
second fiddle to the pavilions in which high-tech corporations touted
their trailblazing hardware. For the first time, the public came faceto-face with room-sized, mainframe computers that chugged away,
attended by keyboard operators at adjacent work stations. Before then
these mysterious space-age machines resided out of sight in corporate
back areas, described in prophetic articles published by Newsweek and
Time Magazine. Viola believed the manufacturers’ proclamations that
a dazzling, technology-enhanced future was in store for everyone. His
dream that consumer electronics would become available as artmaking
tools soon became a reality.
Once he entered Syracuse University in 1969, Viola’s media prowess
advanced very quickly. He began by using the sculpture department’s
one portable black-and-white video camera to explore the parameters
of a “live” versus a recorded video image with its concomitant crude
sound. Motivated by the open, inter-disciplinary environment of the
school’s Experimental Studios, he studied electronic music and worked
with the Moog, one of the earliest music synthesizers. This took him
from the mastery of reel-to-reel audiotape recorders and microphones,
and deep into systems and circuitry and electronic theory.
Eager to use electronics to express the images forming in his
head, at school Viola studied the experimental films from the 1960s
by Michael Snow (born 1928), Ken Jacobs (born 1933), Hollis Frampton
(1936–1984), and Stan Brakhage (1933–2003). He analyzed how they
handled the camera and structured recorded images, and how they
anatomized ordinary actions in everyday settings. Through the
filmmakers’ simple yet hallucinatory effects, Viola found the tactics
to develop his own audio-visual compositions.
For Viola, the electronic signal was a raw material that an artist
could shape. He painstakingly did linear, tape-to-tape editing of
his image and sound recordings, using the most basic, open-reel
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, 1997
1997

the mainstream. Bill Viola and Gary Hill were the first to master
the electronic signal, and determine what made video’s audiovisual
components tick. Each had a distinctive trajectory and succeeded in
achieving their own goals. Dara Birnbaum won a new respect for video
through strong ideologies that matched the thinking of several major
art critics. Less involved with technology per se than Viola and Hill,
she drew upon feminism and the critique of popular culture, including
music. Each of these artists helped to elevate the status of video.

Over the last fifty years, artists throughout the world have been
adapting electronic technologies to create work that offers insights
into the physical and impalpable aspects of life. This book looks
through the eyes of curator Barbara London, who traces the history
of video art through media’s advancement from analog to digital,
from small TV monitors to wall-scale projections, and from clunky
hardware to user-friendly software. London shows readers how video
evolved from fringe status to be taken seriously as the foremost art
of today.
Barbara London is a writer, curator and longstanding interpreter of
video, performance, media, installation, and sound art. She founded
the video exhibition and collection programs at the Museum of
Modern Art, New York, where she worked between 1973 and 2013.
London was also the first to integrate the internet into her curatorial
practice. She is adjunct professor in the Yale Graduate Department
of Fine Art and a consultant with the Kadist Foundation.
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